Library search - About

Your gateway to gender equality knowledge

You can search EIGE’s Resource and Documentation Centre (RDC) for policy documents, books, articles, studies, specialised databases and more!

Explore some of the most popular searches

- gender discrimination ➔
- EU gender policy ➔
- equal opportunities ➔
- economic recession ➔
- poverty ➔
- violence against women ➔
- female genital mutilation ➔
- gender roles ➔

Partner documentation and information centres

The access to these resources is provided in collaboration with leading European documentation and information centres specialising in gender equality issues:

- Amazone crossroads gender equality in Brussels
Crossroads Gender Equality, in Brussels

- **Ariadne** - Women’s Studies Documentation Centre at the Austrian National Library
- **Atria** – Institute on Gender Equality and Women’s History in Amsterdam
- **Biblioteca delle Donne** – The Italian Women’s Library in Bologna
- **Cedefop** - European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
- **CID | Fraen an Gender** – Information and documentation centre for women and gender issues in Luxembourg
- **Commission for Citizenship and Gender Equality** of Portugal
- **Eureka** - Library of the General Secretariat of the Council of the EU
- **European Commission Library and e-Resources Centre**
- **ETUI** - European Trade Union Institute (EU Social Partner)
- **Eurofound** - The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions
- **Institute for Women and Equal Opportunities** of Spain
- **Gender Library** of the Centre for Transdisciplinary Gender Studies at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
- **Gender studies**
- **Genport** - Community sourced Internet Portal on gender and science.
- **KVINFO** – The Danish Centre for Research and Information on Gender, Equality and Diversity
- **KvinnSam** – National Resource Library for Gender Studies at Gothenburg University
- **Library on Gender and Equality and Historical Archive** of the Greek General Secretariat for Gender Equality
- **Women’s Library** of the London School of Economics and Political Science